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Abstract 16 

 17 

Many circular RNAs (circRNAs) are differentially expressed in different tissues or cell types, 18 

suggestive of specific factors that regulate their biogenesis. Here, taking advantage of available 19 

mutation strains of RNA binding proteins (RBPs) in Caenorhabditis elegans, I performed a 20 

screening of circRNA regulation in thirteen conserved RBPs. Among them, loss of FUST-1, the 21 

homolog of FUS (Fused in Sarcoma), caused downregulation of multiple circRNAs. By rescue 22 

experiments, I confirmed FUST-1 as a circRNA regulator. Through RNA-seq using circRNA 23 

enriched samples, circRNAs targets regulated by FUST-1 were identified globally, with 24 

hundreds of them significantly altered. Further, I showed that FUST-1 regulates circRNA 25 

formation with only small to little effect on the cognate linear mRNAs. When recognizing 26 

circRNA pre-mRNAs, FUST-1 can affect both exon-skipping and circRNA in the same genes. 27 

Moreover, I identified an autoregulation loop in fust-1, where FUST-1, isoform a (FUST-1A) 28 

promotes the skipping of exon 5 of its own pre-mRNA, which produces FUST-1, isoform b 29 

(FUST-1B) with different N-terminal sequences. FUST-1A is the functional isoform in circRNA 30 

regulation. Although FUST-1B has the same functional domains as FUST-1A, it cannot regulate 31 

either exon-skipping or circRNA formation. This study provided an in vivo investigation of 32 

circRNA regulation, which will be helpful to understand the mechanisms that govern circRNA 33 

formation.  34 

 35 

 36 

37 



Introduction 38 

Although treated as byproducts of splicing in early years (Cocquerelle et al. 1993; Nigro et al. 39 

1991), circRNAs have shown diverse functions in different biological or physiological 40 

environments, including interactions with DNAs (transcription regulation (Li et al. 2015), R-loop 41 

structure formation (Conn et al. 2017)), RNAs (miRNA sponge (Hansen et al. 2013; Memczak et 42 

al. 2013)), and proteins (Du et al. 2020; Okholm et al. 2020; Xia et al. 2018; Zhu et al. 2019). 43 

Rather than splicing errors, the circRNA production process is well-regulated, in which both 44 

intronic sequences (cis elements) and RBPs (cis/trans elements) are involved (Chen 2020). 45 

Reverse complementary matches (RCMs, cis elements) in introns that flank exon(s) to be 46 

circularized promote circRNA formation, presumably by bringing splice sites for back-splicing 47 

together. RBPs (cis/trans elements) can regulate back-splicing positively or negatively. 48 

Muscleblind in Drosophila promotes the production of the circRNA from the second exon of its 49 

own pre-mRNA by binding to the flanking introns (Ashwal-Fluss et al. 2014). The splicing 50 

factor Quaking promotes circRNA biogenesis during epithelial to mesenchymal transition (Conn 51 

et al. 2015). Immune factors NF90/NF110 promote circRNA formation by associating with 52 

intronic RNA pairs in circRNA-flanking introns (Li et al. 2017). RBM20 in mice promotes the 53 

production of multiple circRNAs from the gene Tintin (Khan et al. 2016). ADAR1 (Ivanov et al. 54 

2015; Rybak-Wolf et al. 2015) and DHX9 (Aktas et al. 2017) negatively regulate circRNAs by 55 

disturbing the base pairing of RCMs. Multiple heterogeneous nuclear ribonucleoproteins 56 

(hnRNPs) and serine–arginine (SR) proteins function in a combinatorial manner to regulate 57 

circRNAs in cultured Drosophila cells (Kramer et al. 2015). HNRNPL regulates circRNA levels 58 

in LNCaP cells by binding to circRNA-flanking introns (Fei et al. 2017). A recent paper shows 59 

that RBP FUS affects circRNA expression in stem cell-derived motor neurons in mice (Errichelli 60 

et al. 2017). All these findings were from in vitro cultured cells of different organisms. C. 61 

elegans provides a suitable animal model for in vivo study of circRNA regulation, given the 62 

conservation of RBPs and availability of diverse mutant strains. 63 

FUS plays diverse roles in DNA repair and RNA splicing (Sama et al. 2014). Particularly, the 64 

mutation of FUS has been linked to the neurodegenerative disease ALS (Kwiatkowski et al. 2009; 65 

Vance et al. 2009). C. elegans has been used to model ALS by knocking in wild-type or mutated 66 

human FUS (Markert et al. 2019; Murakami et al. 2015; Murakami et al. 2012; Vaccaro et al. 67 



2012a; Vaccaro et al. 2012b; Veriepe et al. 2015). As the homolog of FUS in C. elegans, FUST-68 

1 is involved in lifespan and neuronal integrity regulation (Therrien et al. 2016) and miRNA-69 

mediated gene silencing (Zhang et al. 2018).  70 

Autoregulation feedback has been found in many RBPs, which is beneficial for them to maintain 71 

proper protein levels (Buratti and Baralle 2011; Muller-McNicoll et al. 2019). The mechanisms 72 

include autoregulation of alternative splicing (AS) of their own pre-mRNA, which either 73 

produces unproductive transcripts with premature termination codons that are subjected to 74 

nonsense-mediated decay (NMD) pathway (McGlincy et al. 2010; Rossbach et al. 2009; Sureau 75 

et al. 2001; Wollerton et al. 2004) or produces another protein isoform with disturbed functional 76 

domains (Damianov and Black 2010). Here, I identified an autoregulation pathway in the 77 

production of the two isoforms of FUST-1 in C. elegans. 78 

Here, using available RBP mutation strains in C. elegans, I performed a screening of 13 79 

conserved RBPs in their roles in circRNA regulation. FUST-1 stood out in the screening, 80 

showing promotional effects on the production of multiple circRNAs. I further checked FUST-81 

1’s role in circRNA regulation globally by RNA-seq with circRNA-enriched samples and 82 

identified many circRNAs regulated by FUST-1. FUST-1 recognizes pre-mRNAs of circRNA 83 

genes and can regulate both exon-skipping and circRNA production in the same genes. Moreover, 84 

I characterized an autoregulation loop in the production of the two isoforms of FUST-1, in which 85 

FUST-1A promotes the skipping of exon 5 of fust-1 pre-mRNA, which produces FUST-1B. 86 

Interestingly, although FUST-1B has the same functional domains as FUST-1A, it cannot 87 

regulate exon-skipping or circRNA formation.  88 

  89 



Materials and methods 90 

Worm maintenance 91 

C. elegans Bristol N2 strain was used as the wild type. Worms were maintained using standard 92 

conditions on Nematode Growth Media (NGM) agar plates with Escherichia coli strain OP50 93 

(Brenner 1974) at 20°C or 25
o
C. New transgenic worms were generated by microinjection with 94 

~40 ng/μl plasmid. The strains used in this study are listed in TableS1. 95 

Plasmid preparation 96 

fust-1p::fust-1::mRFP: fust-1 genomic fragment containing sequences from 2181bp upstream 97 

ATG to just before stop codon was cloned into the Sma I site of pHK-mRFP vector in frame with 98 

mRFP by In-Fusion HD Cloning Kit (Takara). This plasmid was further used to generate the 99 

backbone structure containing fust-1 promoter and mRFP, to which cDNAs of FUST-1 isoforms 100 

(isoform a, isoform b, and ΔN) were inserted by In-Fusion (Takara). The mRFP fused FUST-1 101 

cDNA plasmids were used to generate cDNA-only plasmids for splicing reporter rescue by 102 

removing the mRFP sequences using In-Fusion (Takara). Splicing reporter of fust-1 exon 5 was 103 

prepared by cloning exon 4 to exon 6 into the plasmids provided by Dr. Adam Norris. 104 

Worm synchronization  105 

Worm synchronization was performed by bleaching for large-scale worm preparation (RNA 106 

extraction). For small-scale worm preparation (locomotion assay), worms were synchronized by 107 

egg-laying. Briefly, 10 - 15 gravid adult worms were placed onto a seeded NGM plate for four 108 

hours, and worms were removed after egg-laying. The eggs were then cultured to the desired 109 

stage. 110 

Worm sorting 111 

L1 worms with extrachromosomal fluorescent proteins were obtained by bleaching and hatching 112 

overnight at room temperature. Then fluorescence-positive worms were sorted using BioSorter 113 

Large Particle Flow Cytometer (Union Biometrica). 114 

DAPI staining 115 



DAPI (4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole) was used for DNA staining. Worms were fixed using 95% 116 

ethonal and then washed with PBS (137 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 8 mM Na2HPO4, and 2 mM 117 

KH2PO4, pH 7.4). DAPI is added to a final concentration of 100 ng/ml and incubated at dark for 118 

~ 20 min. Worms were washed with PBS twice and mounted on an agar pad for visualization 119 

using a confocal microscope. 120 

Mutagenesis by CRISPR-Cas9 121 

Mutation by CRISPR-Cas9 was performed as described previously (Cao 2021). For FLAG-tag 122 

insertion, single-stranded oligo DNAs (ssODNs) were used as repair fragments. For fust-123 

1::mRFP and fust-1a::mRFP strain preparation, dsDNA repair fragments were amplified from 124 

the corresponding plasmids using primers containing recombinant sequences. Guide RNA 125 

sequences, recombinant ssODNs, validation primers, and primers for recombinant fragment 126 

amplification are listed in Table S3.  127 

Co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) 128 

~20,000 L1 FLAG::FUST-1 worms were seeded on a nutrition enriched plate with NA22 E. coli 129 

(NEP-NA22). After 4-day culture at 20
o
C, all bacteria were consumed, and most of the progenies 130 

were at the L1 stage. Adult worms were removed by filtering through a 30 μm mesh. Three 131 

NEP-NA22 plates, which gave ~ 1 million L1 worms, were used for one replicate experiment. 132 

Worms were washed with 1 × 10 ml M9 buffer, 2 × 10 ml cold Buffer B70 (50 mM HEPES-133 

KOH (pH 7.4), 70 mM potassium acetate (KAc), 1 mM sodium fluoride (NaF), 20 mM β-134 

glycerophosphate, 5 mM magnesium acetate (MgOAc), 0.1% Triton X-100, 10% glycerol). 135 

Worms were then re-suspended in 0.4 ml Buffer B70 supplemented with 2 × cOmplete 136 

Proteinase inhibitor cocktail (Roche) and dripped into liquid N2 with 1 ml pipette tips to form 137 

small pearls. Worm pearls were stored at -80
o
C. Worm pearls were ground into fine powder in a 138 

mortar containing liquid N2, which was suspended into 1 ml cold Buffer B70 supplemented with 139 

2 × cOmplete Proteinase inhibitor cocktail (Roche) and 5 μl Murine RNase Inhibitor (NEB). 140 

Worm lysate was cleared by centrifugation at 20,000 × g for 20 min at 4
o
C. 50 μl worm lysate 141 

was taken as input samples, in which 40 μl was used for RNA extraction and 10 μl for western 142 

blot. 50 μl Dynabeads Protein G (Invitrogen) was coupled with or without 5 μg Anti-FLAG M2 143 

antibody (Sigma-Aldrich), which was then incubated with 400 μl lysate, rotating overnight at 144 



4
o
C. The next day, the lysate-beads slurry was cleared magnetically, and the supernatant was 145 

taken for western blot. Keeping tubes on magnetic tray, the beads were washed 2 × 200 ul Buffer 146 

B70 gently. 50 μl 50 mM glycine, pH 2.8 was added to the washed beads to elute bound RBP 147 

complex. After mixing and incubating at RT for 3 min, the supernatant was transferred to 148 

another tube containing 5 μl 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 7.5 for pH neutralization. For the 55 μl elution, 149 

44 μl was used for RNA extraction, 11 μl for western blot. 150 

Western blot 151 

Protein samples were resolved by SDS-PAGE (5% stacking gel and 12% resolving gel) and 152 

transferred to PVDF membrane by the standard protocol (25 V, 30 min) of Trans-Blot Turbo 153 

Transfer System (Bio-Rad). After blocking with 5% BSA-PBST (137 mM Sodium Chloride, 10 154 

mM Phosphate, 2.7 mM Potassium Chloride, pH 7.4, 0.1% (v/v) Tween-20, and 5% (w/v) BSA) 155 

for 1 hour at room temperature, the membrane was incubated overnight with primary antibody 156 

(listed below) at 4
o
C. After 3 × 5 min washes in PBST, the membrane was incubated with HRP-157 

conjugated secondary antibody at room temperature for 1 hour. The membrane was washed 3 × 5 158 

min in PBST and then visualized by Amersham ECL Prime Western Blot Detection Reagent (GE 159 

Healthcare). Images were taken by Fluorescent Image Analyzer LAS-3000 (FujiFilm) using the 160 

chemiluminescence channel. Mouse ANTI-FLAG M2 antibody (F3165, Sigma-Aldrich): 1:2000; 161 

Amersham ECL Mouse IgG, HRP-linked whole Ab (from sheep):1:2000. 162 

RNA extraction  163 

RNA extraction was performed using Direct-zol RNA MicroPrep kit (ZYMO Research) with on-164 

column DNase I (ZYMO Research) digestion according to the manufacturer’s protocol. For 165 

RNA extraction from worms, worms were first flash-frozen in Trizol solution (Invitrogen) in 166 

liquid N2 and then homogenized by vortexing with glass beads (φ 0.1 mm) in Beads Cell 167 

Disrupter MS-100 (TOMY). 168 

circRNA enrichment by RPAD 169 

RPAD was performed as the reported protocol (Panda et al. 2017). Briefly, 10 μg total RNA 170 

from L1 stage of wild-type (N2) strain or fust-1(csb21) strain was heated for 10 min at 65
o
C and 171 

then put on ice for 2 min. Then the denatured RNA was treated with RNase R in a 50 μl reaction 172 

containing 50 U RNase R (E049, abm), 100 U RNase Inhibitor, Murine (NEB), 1 × RNase R 173 



buffer for 30 min at 37
o
C. RNase R-treated RNA was purified with RNA Clean and 174 

Concentrator-5 kit (ZYMO Research) and eluted with 20.5 μl H2O following manufacturer’s 175 

protocol. 20 μl of eluted RNA was denatured as before and then mixed with 1 × Poly(A) 176 

Polymerase Reaction Buffer, 40 U RNase Inhibitor, Murine (NEB), 10 U E. coli Poly(A) 177 

Polymerase (NEB), 1 mM ATP in a 40 μl reaction and incubated at 37
o
C for 30 min. 100 μl 178 

Oligo d(T)25 Magnetic Beads (S1419S, NEB) was washed twice with 300 μl 2 × Binding buffer 179 

(200mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 1 M LiCl, 1% Lithium Dodecyl Sulfate (LiDS), 2 mM EDTA, 10 180 

mM DTT) and then re-suspended in 40 μl 2 × Binding buffer. The 40 μl polyadenylation mix 181 

was added to the equilibrated beads and the mixture was incubated at 75
o
C for 5 min followed by 182 

20 min at 25
o
C with periodic mixing by gentle vortex. The supernatant was taken by put on the 183 

mixture on a magnetic rack for 2 min. Before purification with RNA Clean and Concentrator kit 184 

(ZYMO Research), 80 μl H2O was added to dilute the salt content. RNA was eluted with 13 μl 185 

H2O, and 11 μl was used for library preparation. 186 

RNA Sequencing 187 

Total RNA samples were from the L1 stage of N2 and fust-1(csb21). For RNA-seq with ribo-188 

depletion only (ribo
-
), 500 ng total RNA samples from 3 biological duplicates were used as 189 

inputs. rRNA depletion was performed using Ribo-Zero Plus rRNA Depletion kit (Illumina), and 190 

library preparation was conducted using NEBNext Ultra II Directional RNA Library Prep Kit for 191 

Illumina (New England BioLabs) according to manufacturer’s protocols. For circRNA enriched 192 

samples, 10 μg total RNA was used for RPAD treatment, which was then subjected to rRNA 193 

depletion with Ribo-Zero Plus rRNA Depletion kit (Illumina) and library preparation with 194 

NEBNext Ultra II Directional RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (New England BioLabs). 195 

Sequencing was performed on NovaSeq 6000 (Illumina) to obtain 150 nt and 50 nt paired-end 196 

reads for ribo
-
 samples and RPAD samples, respectively.  197 

Real-time PCR 198 

Real-time PCR reactions were performed using soAdvanced Universal SYBR Green Supermix 199 

(Bio-Rad) with cDNAs synthesized from iScript Advanced cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad). 20 μl 200 

reaction mix with 2 μl cDNA (~1-10 ng) were monitored on StepOnePlus Thermal Cycler 201 

(Applied Biosystems) in “fast mode”. Cycling conditions: 95 
o
C, 30’, 40 or 45 cycles of 95 

o
C, 202 



15’ and 60 
o
C, 30’with plate reading, and a final melt curve stage using default conditions. If not 203 

mentioned, all cDNAs used for RT-qPCR were from the L1 stage of indicated strains. If Ct 204 

values were not determined or higher than Ct values in no-template control (NTC) samples, they 205 

are treated as “n.d.” (not detected). Primers used for RT-qPCR are listed in Table S2.  206 

Northern blot 207 

Northern blot was performed using NorthernMax kit (ThermoFisher Scientific) as described 208 

previously (Cao 2021). Probes were labeled by α-32P-deoxycytidine 5'-triphosphate 209 

(PerkinElmer) using Random Primer DNA Labeling Kit Ver. 2 (Takara, #6045) according to 210 

manufacturer’s protocols. Here, total RNA samples (5 μg each) from L1 worms of N2 and fust-211 

1(csb21) were used. Quantification of band intensities was performed using ImageQuant 212 

software (GE Healthcare). The average intensity of an area with no bands was used as 213 

background intensity. The average intensities of each band were subtracted by the background 214 

intensity before comparison (Figure S3B). Signals from act-1 were used for normalization. 215 

Primers used for probe amplification are in Table S2. 216 

circRNA prediction and RNA-seq data analysis 217 

circRNA prediction from the RPAD dataset was performed by using three methods, CIRI2, DCC, 218 

and CIRCexplorer2, with the developers’ recommended parameters. Brifely, For DCC, raw reads 219 

were aligned to reference genome (WBcel235/ce11) using STAR (Dobin et al. 2013) 220 

(https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR) with the following options: --outSJfilterOverhangMin 15 221 

15 15 15 –alignSJoverhangMin 15 –alignSJDBoverhangMin 15 --outFilterScoreMin 1 --222 

outFilterMatchNmin 1 --outFilterMismatchNmax 2 --chimSegmentMin 15 --chimScoreMin 15 --223 

chimScoreSeparation 10 --chimJunctionOverhangMin 15. Then the output files from STAR, 224 

chimeric.out.junction, were used for circRNA annotation with DCC 225 

(https://github.com/dieterich-lab/DCC). For CIRI2, RNA-seq reads were aligned to 226 

WBcel235/ce11 genome by BWA with the following scripts (using N2_1 as an example):  227 

bwa mem -T 19 -t 64 /path/to/genome.fa N2_1_R1_001.fastq.gz N2_1_R2_001.fastq.gz > 228 

N2_1.sam 229 

perl ./CIRI2.pl -I ./N2_1.sam -O N2_1_all -F /path/to/genome.fa -A /path/to/genes.gtf -T 12 -0 230 

https://github.com/alexdobin/STAR
https://github.com/dieterich-lab/DCC


For CIRCexplorer2, RNA-seq reads were aligned using STAR with the following option: --231 

chimSegmentMin 10. Then annotation was performed following the recommended conditions in 232 

the manual (https://circexplorer2.readthedocs.io/en/latest/). The overlapped circRNAs were 233 

further filtered with at least 15 BSJ reads determined by CIRI2. The filtered circRNAs were 234 

listed in Table S5. For differential expression (DE) analysis by DESeq2, read counts of mRNAs 235 

from the ribo
-
 dataset and the BSJ read counts from the RPAD dataset annotated by CIRI2 were 236 

used as inputs for linear mRNA and circRNA, respectively. DE analysis results were in Table S6 237 

and S7. The ggplot2 package (https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/), and ggpubr 238 

(http://www.sthda.com/english/rpkgs/ggpubr) package were used to make the scatter plots. 239 

Gene ontology enrichment analysis 240 

Gene ontology enrichment analysis was performed using WormBase Enrichment Suite 241 

webserver (https://wormbase.org/tools/enrichment/tea/tea.cgi) (Angeles-Albores et al. 2018; 242 

Angeles-Albores et al. 2016).  243 

Microscopy 244 

Confocal images were obtained using a Zeiss LSM780 confocal microscope.Worms were 245 

immobilized using NaN3 (50 mM in M9) and mounted on agar pads. For mCherry-to-GFP ratio 246 

quantification of splicing reporter of fust-1 exon 5, all images were taken under the same setting 247 

parameters (Pinhole: 1.00 AU; Laser: 561 nm, 2.00%, 488 nm, 2.00%; Detection wavelength: 248 

GFP, 493-556 nm, mCherry, 588-694 nm; Gain: GFP, 625.0, mCherry, 790.0; Detector Digital 249 

Gain: 1.0 for all channels) to make sure that no saturation in both GFP and mCherry channels. 250 

Images were processed using ZEISS ZEN3.1 software. The average intensities in the GFP 251 

channel and the mCherry channel were used for quantification. 252 

Locomotion Assay 253 

Locomotion analysis of day 3 adult worms was performed as described previously (Kawamura 254 

and Maruyama 2019). Briefly, 15 synchronized day 3 adult worms were picked onto a blank 255 

NGM plate to get rid of food for ~1 min. The worms were then transferred to another empty 256 

NGM plate, and locomotion images were recorded for 1min with five frames per second with the 257 

lid on. Images were analyzed using ImageJ and wrMTrck plugin (Nussbaum-Krammer et al. 258 

https://circexplorer2.readthedocs.io/en/latest/
https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org/
http://www.sthda.com/english/rpkgs/ggpubr
https://wormbase.org/tools/enrichment/tea/tea.cgi


2015) (http://www.phage.dk/plugins/wrmtrck.html) to calculate the average speeds. More than 259 

50 worms were recorded. Worms lost during recording were not included. 260 

Prion-like domain prediction 261 

PrLD prediction was performed using the web application of PLAAC (http://plaac.wi.mit.edu/) 262 

(Lancaster et al. 2014). 263 

  264 
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Results 265 

1. RBP screening identifies FUST-1 as a circRNA regulator 266 

Previous studies have shown that circRNAs are expressed in a tissue-specific and well-regulated 267 

manner (Chen and Schuman 2016; Gruner et al. 2016; Memczak et al. 2013; Rybak-Wolf et al. 268 

2015; Westholm et al. 2014; You et al. 2015), suggesting the existence of specific factors that 269 

regulate circRNA production. Here, taking advantage of the available RBP mutants in C. elegans, 270 

I aimed to identify potential circRNA regulators in vivo.  271 

In my previous study (Cao 2021), I obtained the neuronal circRNA profile at the L1 stage of C. 272 

elegans, in which circRNAs from the sorted neuron samples (the sort group) were compared 273 

with those in whole worm samples (the whole group). Several circRNAs that were either neuron-274 

enriched or highly expressed in neurons were selected as targets (Figure S1A-B) (Cao 2021). 275 

The back-spliced junction (BSJ) sequences of the eight circRNAs and their resistance to RNase 276 

R digestion have been confirmed previously using the same divergent primers (Cao 2021) 277 

(Figure 1B and Table S2). Here, the full sequences of circ-glr-2 were reconstituted by using two 278 

sets of divergent primers that cover the whole exons, confirming that only exons are retained 279 

(Figure S1C-D). 280 

Thirteen RBPs that are conserved and have expressions in the neurons were chosen as potential 281 

regulators (Norris et al. 2017). Using mutant strains of these RBPs, a screening by RT-qPCR was 282 

performed to check the level changes of selected circRNAs in these mutant strains compared 283 

with wild-type N2 strain at the L1 stage (Figure 1A-B). As expected, levels of some circRNAs 284 

were altered in these mutant strains. Interestingly, most level changes of the selected circRNAs 285 

in these mutants were downregulations, suggestive of these RBPs’ beneficial roles in circRNA 286 

production. Moreover, multiple neuron-enriched circRNAs (circ-glr-2, circ-iglr-3, circ-arl-13, 287 

circ-cam-1) were found to be downregulated in several strains (asd-1(csb32), tiar-3(csb35), fox-288 

1(csb39), mec-8(csb22), hrpf-1(csb26), and fust-1(csb21)) (Figure 1A), suggesting the regulation 289 

of these circRNAs by multiple RBPs. This is consistent with their roles in alternative splicing, 290 

where combinational regulation of one target by multiple RBPs is common in C. elegans (Tan 291 

and Fraser 2017). In line with this, no additive effect in circRNA regulation was found in fust-292 

1(csb21); hrpf-1(csb26) double mutant strain compared with fust-1(csb21) single mutation 293 



(Figure S2A), suggesting that the two RBPs may function as parts of a whole RNA-protein 294 

complex. 295 

In these strains, fust-1(csb21) showed the most substantial downregulation of multiple circRNAs 296 

(Figure 1A). Hence it was chosen for further investigation. The downregulation of these 297 

circRNAs was also found in another fust-1 mutant strain fust-1(tm4439) (Figure 1C-D), which is 298 

reported to be hypomorphic (Therrien et al. 2016). To further confirm the role of fust-1 in 299 

circRNA regulation, a rescue strain (fust-1(csb21); Ex[fust-1::mRFP]) and an overexpression 300 

strain (Ex[fust-1::mRFP]) were made with extrachromosomal expression of fust-1 genomic 301 

sequence, starting from fust-1 promoter (2181 bp upstream ATG) to just before the stop codon of 302 

fust-1. Monomeric red fluorescent protein (mRFP) was fused to the C-terminal with a linker to 303 

check expression patterns. The expression of FUST-1 was mainly in the nuclei of neurons and 304 

intestinal cells (Figure 1E, Figure S2B-C). The mRFP-positive L1 worms from the rescue strain 305 

and the overexpression strain were sorted, and levels of the circRNAs were checked by RT-306 

qPCR. As expected, the levels of downregulated circRNAs were restored in the rescue strain, 307 

confirming fust-1’s role in promoting circRNA production (Figure 1F). The fust-1(csb21) strain 308 

also showed another phenotype of lower average moving speed at day three adult stage when 309 

cultured at 25
o
C, which was also recovered in the rescue strain (Figure S2D). Although multiple 310 

copies of fust-1 existed in the extrachromosomal arrays of the rescue and the overexpression 311 

strain (Figure S2E), these strains did not show much further improvement in circRNA levels 312 

(except circ-iglr-3) or improvement in locomotion speed (Figure 1F and Figure S2D). This may 313 

be because of post-transcriptional regulation of fust-1 or saturation of FUST-1 protein.  314 

  315 



2. FUST-1 regulates circRNAs with small to little effect on the cognate linear mRNAs 316 

Next, to clarify whether FUST-1 promotes circRNA production by transcription promotion or 317 

not, levels of circRNAs and their cognate linear mRNAs were compared between the N2 strain 318 

and fust-1(csb21) strain at the L1 stage. While levels of these circRNAs were downregulated, 319 

their linear mRNA levels were not affected by the loss of FUST-1 (Figure 2A-B), indicating that 320 

FUST-1’s role in circRNA production is not through promoting transcription. In zip-2, northern 321 

blot detection using a probe (Figure 2C, probe 1) that detects both the full-length mRNA and the 322 

circular transcript gave two bands with their sizes being the theoretical lengths of L-zip-2 and 323 

circ-zip-2 (Figure 2D). To confirm that the lower bands are indeed circ-zip-2, another probe was 324 

used to detect circ-zip-2 only (Figure 2C, probe 2). Although with some unspecific rRNA signals, 325 

this probe showed bands in the same positions as the lower bands using probe 1 (Figure S3A). 326 

Quantification of northern blot results of probe 1 showed that circ-zip-2 was ~50% 327 

downregulated in fust-1(csb21), whereas L-zip-2 was only slightly affected (Figure 2E and 328 

Figure S3B).  329 

To check the regulation of circRNA by FUST-1 globally, RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) with 330 

ribosomal RNA depletion (ribo
-
) was performed to compare differentially expressed circRNAs 331 

between fust-1(csb21) strain and wild-type N2 strain at the L1 stage. However, due to the low 332 

efficiency of C elegans rRNA depletion by commercial kits, the back-spliced junction (BSJ) 333 

reads that can be used for circRNA annotation and differential analysis were limited. Hence, 334 

RNA-seq using circRNA-enriched samples was performed, which was achieved by a published 335 

protocol using RNase R treatment followed by polyadenylation and poly(A)
+
 RNA depletion 336 

(RPAD) (Panda et al. 2017) (Figure 2F). The RNA-seq with ribo-depletion only was used for 337 

mRNA comparison, and RNA-seq with RPAD was used for circRNA comparison. In order to 338 

increase circRNA annotation accuracy (Hansen 2018), three algorithms (DCC (Cheng et al. 339 

2016), CIRI2 (Gao et al. 2018), and CIRCexplorer2 (Zhang et al. 2016)) were used, from which 340 

the overlapped circRNAs were further filtered with at least 15 BSJ reads in either the N2 group 341 

or the fust-1(csb21) group, which results in a dataset containing 4956 circRNAs derived from 342 

2280 genes (Figure S3C and Table S5). As expected, the RPAD method effectively enriched 343 

circRNAs and increased the BSJ read numbers for circRNA annotation (Figure 2G and Figure 344 

S3D-E). TPM (transcripts per million reads) values of circRNAs and their cognate mRNAs were 345 



compared between the two strains. With a cutoff of 1.5-fold change between the two strains, 346 

many circRNA levels were altered (Figure S3F). However, only limited numbers of circRNA 347 

genes were de-regulated (Figure 3G). Especially for circRNAs with high TPM values in N2 (top 348 

400), circRNAs showed downregulation in fust-1(csb21) were much more than upregulated ones 349 

(208 vs. 25, Figure S3H). 350 

Then, circRNA and mRNA differential expression (DE) analysis was performed using DESeq2 351 

(Love et al. 2014) with fold-change shrinkage estimation by “ashr” method (Stephens 2017). For 352 

circRNAs, due to different efficiencies of circRNA enrichment in each gene, only the BSJ reads 353 

were used for DE analysis. With a cutoff of fold change > 1.5 and adjusted p value < 0.05, 270 354 

mRNAs (95 upregulated, 175 downregulated) and 330 circRNAs (181 upregulated and 149 355 

downregulated) were significantly altered in fust-1(csb21) compared with the N2 group (Table 356 

S6, S7). To check whether level changes in circRNA correlate with their cognate linear mRNAs, 357 

the fold changes of circRNA were plotted against those of their cognate mRNAs. The results 358 

showed little correlation (Figure 2H, Pearson’s correlation coefficient R = 0.038, p = 0.0076), 359 

which were consistent with the finding that FUST-1 regulates circRNAs with small to little effect 360 

on the cognate linear mRNAs (Figure 2B).  361 

Gene ontology enrichment analysis of differentially expressed mRNAs or circRNAs was 362 

performed (Table S8). Upregulated mRNAs and downregulated circRNAs did not show any 363 

significantly enriched terms. Downregulated mRNAs showed highly enriched terms in cuticle 364 

and collagen functions since many collagen genes were downregulated (Table S7, S8). As for 365 

upregulated circRNAs, terms related to neuronal functions are enriched, like neuron 366 

differentiation and neurogenesis (Table S8). Given this, I then asked whether FUST-1 has a 367 

preference in the regulation of neuronal circRNAs. In my previous study, I provided the first 368 

neuronal circRNA profiles at the L1 stage of C. elegans by comparing circRNAs in sorted 369 

neuron samples (the sort group) and whole worm samples (the whole group) (Cao 2021). The 370 

circRNAs identified in the RPAD dataset were compared with my previous dataset (the “sort & 371 

whole” dataset), which resulted in 910 overlapped circRNAs (Figure S3I). Fold changes of the 372 

910 overlapped circRNAs between fust-1(csb21) and N2 were plotted against those between the 373 

sort group and the whole group, which showed no correlation (Figure 2I, Pearson’s correlation 374 



coefficient R = -0.0092, p = 0.78), suggesting that although FUST-1 can regulate many 375 

circRNAs from neuronal genes, it has no preference for neuronal circRNAs.  376 

  377 



3. FUST-1 binds to pre-mRNAs of circRNA genes 378 

FUS binds to flanking introns of circRNA genes in mouse neuroblastoma N2a cells (Errichelli et 379 

al. 2017). I next checked whether FUST-1 in C. elegans recognizes pre-mRNAs of circRNA 380 

genes to regulate circRNA formation. By CRISPR-Cas9 technology (Dokshin et al. 2018), a 381 

FLAG tag was inserted to the N terminal, just after the start codon, or to the C-terminal, just 382 

before the stop codon, respectively (Figure 3A and Figure S4A). The effect of FLAG-tag 383 

insertion on FUST-1’s role in circRNA regulation was evaluated. While N-terminal FLAG 384 

insertion showed slight increases in circRNA levels, C-terminal FLAG tag fusion affected 385 

FUST-1’s function in circRNA regulation in multiple circRNAs (Figure S4B-C). Hence N-386 

terminal FLAG fused FUST-1 strain was used for the co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) 387 

experiment. Dynabeads Protein G conjugated with anti-FLAG antibody (+Ab) were used for Co-388 

IP. Beads only (-Ab) were used as the negative control. As expected, the anti-FLAG antibody 389 

successfully enriched FLAG::FUST-1 after Co-IP (Figure 3B and Figure S4D). Then the levels 390 

of pre-mRNAs of circRNA genes were quantified by RT-qPCR. Threshold cycle (Ct) values 391 

were used for comparison. Lower Ct values indicate higher levels. Here, 18S rRNA and 26S 392 

rRNA were used as control RNA molecules, since I found that pre-RNAs of two house-keeping 393 

genes (pmp-3 and cdc-42) were also enriched after Co-IP (Figure S4E-F), which may be because 394 

of FUST-1’s interaction with U1 snRNA (Figure S4G) or RNA polymerase II, as reported in 395 

FUS in human cells (Jutzi et al. 2020; Schwartz et al. 2012). While both 18S rRNA and 26S 396 

rRNA were depleted after Co-IP, the pre-mRNAs of circRNA genes were enriched compared 397 

with input samples (Figure 3C). Moreover, these pre-mRNAs showed significantly lower Ct 398 

values than those of control groups without using of antibody (Figure 3C), suggesting that 399 

FUST-1 binds to pre-mRNAs of the circRNAs genes to regulate circRNA formation. 400 

  401 



4. FUST-1 regulates both exon-skipping and back-splicing 402 

circRNA formation has been correlated to exon-skipping (Kelly et al. 2015). In my previous 403 

study, transcripts that skip the exons to be circularized were identified in several circRNA genes 404 

(Cao 2021) (Figure 4A). As the homolog of FUST-1 in humans and mice, FUS is involved in the 405 

regulation of alternative splicing of many genes by binding to their pre-mRNAs (Dichmann and 406 

Harland 2012; Ishigaki et al. 2012; Rogelj et al. 2012). Since FUST-1 binds to the pre-mRNAs 407 

of these circRNA genes, I then checked whether FUST-1 could also regulate exon-skipping or 408 

not. In the ribo
-
 dataset, reads aligned to the skipped junction of zip-2 were much less abundant 409 

in the fust-1(csb21) strain (27.0 reads on average) than those in the wild-type N2 strain (71.3 410 

reads on average) (Figure 4B). The RT-qPCR quantification results also showed that both the 411 

circRNA and the skipped transcript in zip-2 were downregulated in the absence of FUST-1 412 

(Figure 4C). In arl-13, while the circRNA got downregulated in fust-1(csb21), the skipped 413 

transcript was weakly upregulated (Figure 4D). These results suggest that FUST-1 may function 414 

differently in different genetic environments.  415 

  416 



5. An autoregulation loop in fust-1 417 

FUST-1 protein has two isoforms: FUST-1A is from the full-length transcript, and FUST-1B is 418 

from the transcript with skipped exon 5 (Figure 5A). Moreover, FUST-1B is translated using a 419 

downstream AUG and a different reading frame (+1) compared with FUST-1A. The reading 420 

frame in FUST-1B becomes the same as in FUST-1A after the skipping of exon 5 (38 nt in 421 

length). This results in a shorter FUST-1B (390 aa) with different N-terminal sequences, but the 422 

RNA recognition motif (RRM), zinc-finger (ZnF) domain, and the nuclear localization signal 423 

(NLS) domain are the same as FUST-1A (448 aa) (Figure 5A). To check how these two isoforms 424 

are expressed, two plasmids with different colors and a nonsense mutation in the reading frame 425 

of either isoform a (fust-1a-mut::mRFP) or isoform b (fust-1b-mut::GFP) were constructed so 426 

that only the other isoform can be expressed (Figure 5A and Figure S5A). Co-injection of the 427 

two plasmids in wild-type N2 strain showed that the two isoforms of FUST-1 were co-expressed 428 

in the nuclei of the same cells: neurons and intestinal cells (Figure 5B and Figure S5B). 429 

Interestingly, in early eggs, FUST-1A was expressed earlier than FUST-1B (Figure 5C). 430 

Furthermore, fust1a-mut::GFP plasmid expressed faintly in fust-1(csb21) strain and co-injection 431 

with fust1b-mut::mRFP can increase the GFP intensity (data not shown). These results gave a 432 

hint that FUST-1A may promote the production of FUST-1B.  433 

To prove this hypothesis, I constructed a dual-color splicing reporter (Norris et al. 2014; 434 

Thompson et al. 2019) of the skipping of exon 5 in fust-1 with a neuronal promoter, in which no 435 

skipping gives GFP expression while skipping of exon 5 results in mCherry expression (Figure 436 

S5C). As expected, two colors were co-expressed in almost all the neurons in the wild-type strain 437 

(Figure 5D), suggesting that exon-skipping of exon 5 is happening in all the neurons. However, 438 

when the reporter plasmid was crossed into two fust-1 mutation strains, fust-1(csb21) and fust-439 

1(tm4439) (Figure 1C), the expression of mCherry was dramatically reduced (Figure 5D and 440 

Figure S5D), indicating FUST-1 was involved in the exon-skipping of its own pre-mRNA. Since 441 

fust-1(csb21) strain has pharyngeal GFP expression (Norris et al. 2017) (Figure 1C and Figure 442 

5D), neurons in the ventral nerve cord around the neck were used to quantify the mCherry-to-443 

GFP intensity ratios (Figure 5D and Figure S5D). The mCherry-to-GFP ratios were significantly 444 

reduced in both two fust-1 mutants, and they did not change in the mec-8(csb22) strain (Figure 445 



5E and Figure S5D), suggesting a specific requirement of FUST-1 for the skipping of exon 5 for 446 

fust-1 pre-mRNA.  447 

Next, to prove that FUST-1A promotes the skipping of exon 5 of fust-1 pre-mRNA, I tried the 448 

rescue of mCherry expression of the splicing reporter in fust-1(csb21) by co-injection of the 449 

reporter plasmid with FUST-1A cDNA or FUST-1B cDNA, driven by the fust-1 original 450 

promoter (2181 bp upstream the ATG of FUST-1A). One more construct with truncated N-451 

terminal (FUST-1-ΔN) was also used (Figure S6A). Tail-expressing plasmid lin-44p::mRFP was 452 

used as an injection marker. As expected, FUST-1A cDNA restored the mCherry expression of 453 

the splicing reporter, while FUST-1B cDNA did not (Figure 5F, Figure S6B-C), which confirms 454 

that FUST-1A promotes the skipping of exon 5 to produce FUST-1B. Consistent with this, fust-1 455 

pre-mRNA, detected by primers in intron 4 of fust-1, was significantly enriched after Co-IP with 456 

FLAG::FUST-1, which only tagged FUST-1A (Figure 5G). To my surprise, the FUST-1-ΔN 457 

construct also rescued the mCherry expression, just as efficient as FUST-1A (Figure 5F and 458 

Figure S6D). Since the three isoforms have identical functional domains (RRM, ZnF, and NLS) 459 

with different N-terminal sequences, these results suggest that the N-terminal sequences in 460 

FUST-1A may not be so crucial for its function, and the N-terminal in FUST-1B may prevent its 461 

domains from functioning normally. 462 

Taken together, I characterized an autoregulation loop in fust-1, in which FUST-1A promotes the 463 

skipping of exon 5 of fust-1 pre-mRNA, resulting in the production of FUST-1B. 464 

  465 



6. FUST-1A is the functional isoform in circRNA regulation 466 

Next, to check which isoform of FUST-1 is functional in circRNA regulation, I tried to rescue 467 

the downregulated circRNAs in fust-1(csb21) with extrachromosomal expression of FUST-1 468 

isoform cDNA with C-terminal mRFP fusion, in which either FUST-1A, FUST-1B, or FUST-1-469 

ΔN is expressed (Figure S7A). The mRFP-positive L1 worms were sorted, from which total 470 

RNA was extracted, and then circRNA levels were quantified by RT-qPCR. Same with their 471 

roles in exon-skipping, FUST-1A successfully rescued the downregulated circRNAs, whereas 472 

FUST-1B did not improve the downregulated circRNA levels at all, indicating that FUST-1A is 473 

the functional protein in circRNA regulation (Figure 6A). Although not as efficient as FUST-1A, 474 

FUST-1- ΔN fully rescued the downregulated circ-zip-2 and circ-iglr-3 and partially restored 475 

circ-arl-13 level (Figure 6A).  476 

In an effort to generate strains with endogenous C-terminal mRFP tagging of FUST-1 isoforms, I 477 

achieved C-terminal mRFP insertion in fust-1 (fust-1::mRFP) by CRISPR-Cas9 (Table S3). 478 

Another obtained strain, in which intron 3 to intron 6 of fust-1 were removed, cannot use the 479 

autoregulation pathway, resulting in the expression of only FUST-1A (fust-1a::mRFP) (Figure 480 

S7B). I failed to obtain a strain that can only express mRFP tagged FUST-1B. Consistent with 481 

the extrachromosomal expression pattern of FUST-1 (Figure 1E and Figure S2B-C), 482 

endogenously mRFP-tagged FUST-1 was mainly expressed in the nucleus of neurons and 483 

intestinal cells (Figure S7C). Moreover, FUST-1 was also found in the nuclei in gonads (Figure 484 

S7D), which was not observed in extrachromosomal expression, probably due to silencing of the 485 

multicopy transgenes in the germline (Merritt and Seydoux 2010). Levels of circRNAs were 486 

compared between fust-1::mRFP and fust-1a::mRFP to check whether loss of the autoregulation 487 

loop affects circRNA levels. Out of the five checked circRNA, the levels of four circRNAs were 488 

altered in the strain where only FUST-1A can be expressed (Figure 6B, fust-1a::mRFP vs. fust-489 

1::mRFP), suggesting the autoregulation loop is important for FUST-1’s role in circRNA 490 

regulation. For unknown reasons, some circRNA levels were increased after mRFP tagging 491 

(Figure 6B, N2 vs. fust-1::mRFP). 492 

The FUST-1A-specific N-terminus has high ratios of glycines (53/164, 32.3%) and glutamines 493 

(22/164, 13.4%), a feature of low-complexity regions in proteins, such as prion-like domains 494 

(PrLDs) (King et al. 2012). Based on a PrLD prediction method, PLAAC (Lancaster et al. 2014), 495 



the FUST-1A N-terminal sequences showed a high probability of being a PrLD (Figure 6C). 496 

However, for the N-terminus of FUST-1B, it was very unlikely to be a PrLD (Figure 6D). The 497 

frameshift in FUST-1B dramatically changes its amino acid contents, resulting in more valines 498 

(18/106, 17.0%) and glutamic acid residues (18/106, 17.0%), which are very few in isoform a-499 

specific N-terminal: 0/164 and 2/164, respectively. The drastically different sequences between 500 

the N-termini of FUST-1A and FUST-1B may render them different folding conformations, 501 

dictating their distinct roles in regulating exon-skipping and back-splicing. 502 

  503 



Discussion 504 

Using identified circRNAs in the neurons as targets (Cao 2021), I performed a small-scale 505 

screening of thirteen conserved RBP genes in their roles in circRNA regulation. Most of these 506 

RBPs showed promotional roles in circRNA production, suggesting that the involvement of 507 

RBPs in back-splicing may be common in C. elegans. I further showed that FUST-1, the 508 

homolog gene of FUS in C. elegans, regulates circRNA formation with mild to little effect on 509 

their cognate mRNAs (Figure 2). Although I used circRNAs either enriched in neurons or highly 510 

expressed in neurons as targets to identify FUST-1, FUST-1 did not show preference in the 511 

regulation of neuronal circRNAs (Figure 2I). Since FUST-1 is also expressed in intestine and 512 

germline cells, FUST-1 may regulate circRNAs in those cells.  513 

Previous CLIP-seq data on FUS suggest that rather than recognizing specific sequences, FUS 514 

tends to bind to stem-loop secondary structures (Hoell et al. 2011; Ishigaki et al. 2012; Rogelj et 515 

al. 2012; Zhou et al. 2013). Further, FUS’s binding with RNA Polymerase II and U1 snRNA 516 

associates transcription with splicing (Jutzi et al. 2020; Schwartz et al. 2012; Yu and Reed 2015). 517 

In C. elegans, FUST-1 also can associate with U1 snRNA (Figure S4G). Here, I found that as 518 

well as the pre-mRNAs of circRNA genes regulated by FUST-1, some other pre-mRNAs were 519 

also enriched by Co-IP with FLAG::FUST-1. The results here cannot distinguish whether these 520 

enrichments were due to direct binding of FUST-1 or through FUST-1’s interaction with U1 521 

snRNA, which recognizes 5’ splice sites of pre-mRNAs. Nevertheless, FUST-1 is involved in the 522 

back-splicing process of these circRNA genes. Moreover, FUST-1 can regulate both back-523 

splicing and exon-skipping in zip-2 and arl-13. In my previous work, I discovered that RCMs in 524 

circRNA-flanking introns of zip-2 simultaneously promote both exon-skipping and back-splicing 525 

(Cao 2021). It is possible that the interaction sites of zip-2 pre-mRNA with FUST-1 are in the 526 

flanking pair of introns, so that both processes can be regulated together. 527 

Endogenous N-terminal FLAG tagging and C-terminal fusion of mRFP with a linker resulted in 528 

increased circRNA formation in several circRNA genes (Figure S4B and Figure 6B). However, 529 

direct FLAG tagging without a linker at the C-terminus showed reduced levels of circRNAs 530 

(Figure S4C). These results suggest that the terminal folding of FUST-1 can be affected by 531 

different tags, and a linker sequence may be necessary for C-terminal tagging. 532 



Self-regulation has been reported in FUS, where FUS promotes skipping of exon 7 of its pre-533 

mRNA, which results in NMD (Zhou et al. 2013). Unlike the previous example, FUST-1A-534 

promoted exon skipping of fust-1 pre-mRNA produces FUST-1B that contains exactly the same 535 

functional domains, but with different N-terminal sequences. While FUST-1A is capable of 536 

promoting exon-skipping and circRNA regulation, FUST-1B is not functional in either of the 537 

two aspects (Figure 5F, Figure 6A, and Figure 7). This is quite reasonable. Since if FUST-1B 538 

could promote the autoregulation, it would form positive feedback, which results in the 539 

accumulation of FUST-1B. This autoregulation loop serves as a pathway to regulate the level 540 

functional FUST-1 isoform: once FUST-1A’s level is high, it promotes the production of non-541 

functional FUST-1B, which consumes the pre-mRNA of fust-1, resulting in reduced production 542 

of FUST-1A (Figure 7). 543 

Regarding the different functions of the two isoforms, I first hypothesized that N-terminal 544 

sequences in FUST-1A might be important for its function. However, the FUST-1-ΔN construct, 545 

which has no N-terminal sequences, appeared functional in both exon-skipping promotion and 546 

circRNA regulation, although not as efficient as FUST-1A. These results suggest that N-terminus 547 

in FUST-1B may interfere with the functional domain(s), possibly RRM, so that FUST-1B 548 

cannot bind to the target mRNAs recognized by FUST-1A. Indeed, PrLD prediction of the N-549 

termini of the two isoforms showed that FUST-1A N-terminus has a high probability to be a 550 

PrLD, while the N-terminus of FUST-1B is very unlikely to fold like a PrLD (Figure 6C-D). 551 

Further in vitro RNA binding experiments or structural analysis may be worth trying to 552 

investigate the detailed mechanisms that dictate different function potentials in the two FUST-1 553 

isoforms. 554 
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Figure Legends 770 

 771 

Figure 1. RBP screening identifies FUST-1 as a circRNA regulator 772 

(A) Heatplot showing the fold changes of circRNAs in 13 RBP mutant strains compared with 773 

wild-type N2 strain at the L1 stage. Foldchanges are quantified by RT-qPCR and normalized to 774 

the N2 strain using pmp-3 as the reference gene. Blue color means downregulation and red color 775 

means upregulation.  776 

(B) Illustration of primer strategy of circRNA detection. Note the positions of divergent primers 777 

to amplify the back-spliced junction (BSJ) sequences. 778 

(C) Gene structure of fust-1 in wild-type N2 strain and the two mutant strains.  779 

(D) RT-qPCR quantification of circRNA levels in wild-type N2 strain and fust-1(tm4439) strain.  780 

Levels are normalized to the N2 strain using pmp-3 as the reference gene. Results are shown as 781 

mean ± sd of three biological replicates. Two-tailed Student’s t-test.  p<0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 782 

0.001. 783 

(E) Representative images showing the expression pattern of mRFP-fused FUST-1 in fust-784 

1(csb21) strain. Note the pharyngeal GFP expression in fust-1(csb21). Scale bars: 50 μm. 785 

(F) RT-qPCR quantification of circRNAs in the indicated strains. Levels are normalized to the 786 

N2 strain using pmp-3 as the reference gene. Results are shown as mean ± sd of three biological 787 

replicates. One-way ANOVA, Tukey’s multiple comparisons. *p<0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, 788 

****p < 0.0001; ns, not significant. 789 

 790 

 791 

Figure 2. FUST-1 regulates circRNAs without affecting the cognate linear mRNAs  792 

(A) Illustration of primer positions used to distinguish full-length mRNA and circRNA from the 793 

same gene. 794 



(B) RT-qPCR quantification of circRNAs and their linear mRNAs in the N2 strain and fust-795 

1(csb21) strain at the L1 stage. Levels are normalized to the N2 strain using pmp-3 as the 796 

reference gene. Results are shown as mean ± sd of three biological replicates. Two-tailed 797 

Student’s t-test. ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001; ns, not significant. 798 

(C) Gene structure of zip-2 and the positions of probes used for northern blot. Probe 1 can detect 799 

both full-length zip-2 mRNA and circ-zip-2. Probe 2 spans the BSJ, which is specific to circ-zip-800 

2. The lengths of the two probes are labeled. 801 

(D) Northern blot detection of zip-2 transcripts (probe1) and act-1 mRNA at the L1 stage of N2 802 

strain and fust-1(csb21) strain. The theoretical lengths of each transcript are labeled. Results are 803 

from three biological replicates. 804 

(E) Quantification of northern blot results in (D), normalized to N2 strain using act-1 as the 805 

reference gene. Gel regions used for quantification are shown in Figure S3B. Results are shown 806 

as mean ± sd. Two-tailed Student’s t-test. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.  807 

(F) Steps involved in library preparation of RNA-seq using rRNA-depletion (ribo
-
 only) and the 808 

RPAD method. 809 

(G) Representative coverages of RNA-seq results of zip-2. The BSJ reads of circ-zip-2 in each 810 

group are shown. Scales of the ribo
-
 group and the RPAD group are 0-1800.and 0-10000, 811 

respectively. Note the depletion of reads in the non-circRNA-producing exons of zip-2 (red 812 

rectangles) and the increase of BSJ reads in the RPAD group (numbers in the arcs). 813 

(H) Scatter plot showing the log2 fold changes of 4956 circRNAs (RPAD) versus log2 fold 814 

changes of their corresponding linear mRNAs (ribo
-
). circRNAs or mRNAs that show > 1.5-fold 815 

changes with adjusted p value < 0.05 are considered significantly altered. The Pearson 816 

correlation coefficient (R) and p value (p) are shown. Names of several circRNA genes are 817 

labeled. 818 

(I) Scatter plot showing the log2 fold changes of 910 overlapped circRNAs between the “N2-819 

fust-1(csb21)” dataset and the “sort-whole” dataset. circRNAs that show > 1.5-fold changes with 820 

adjusted p value < 0.05 are considered significantly altered. Names of several circRNA genes are 821 

labeled. The Pearson correlation coefficient (R) and p value (p) are shown. 822 



 823 

 824 

Figure 3. FUST-1 binds to pre-mRNAs of circRNA genes 825 

(A) Sequence confirmation for N-terminal fusion of a FLAG tag just after the start codon of FUST-1. 826 

Note the position of gRNA and the mutated PAM site (AGG>AGC). 827 

(B) Western blot showing the co-immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) of FLAG::FUST-1.  828 

(C) Ct value changes of pre-mRNAs of some circRNA genes and rRNAs before and after Co-IP 829 

of FLAG::FUST-1 with or without anti-FLAG antibody. Results from 3 biological replicates are 830 

shown. Paired two-tailed Student’s t-test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ns, not significant. 831 

 832 

Figure 4. FUST-1 regulates both exon-skipping and back-splicing. 833 

(A) Illustration of a gene producing three transcripts: a full-length mRNA, a circRNA, and a 834 

skipped transcript that skips the circRNA-producing exon. Positions of primers to specifically 835 

detect each transcript are shown. 836 

(B) Sashimi plot showing numbers of reads aligned to the canonical splice junction, the skipped 837 

junction, and the back-splice junction in zip-2. The coverage data are from the ribo
-
 dataset. 838 

Exons in the red rectangle are circularized. 839 

(C, D) RT-qPCR quantification of levels of the circular, skipped, and full-length linear 840 

transcripts in zip-2 (C) and arl-13 (D) between wild-type N2 strain and fust-1(csb21) strain. 841 

Levels are normalized to the N2 strain using pmp-3 as the reference gene. Results are shown as 842 

mean ± sd of three biological replicates. Two-tailed Student’s t-test. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, *** p 843 

< 0.001, ns, not significant. 844 

 845 

 846 

Figure 5. An autoregulation loop in fust-1. 847 



(A) Gene structure of fust-1 and the domains in FUST-1A and FUST-1B. The alternatively 848 

spliced exon 5 is outlined in red, which is missing in the cDNA of FUST-1B. Dashed lines link 849 

the coding exons to the protein regions in each isoform. Note the positions where nonsense 850 

mutations were introduced. Lengths of amino acids in each isoform were labeled. RRM: RNA 851 

recognition motif; ZnF: Zinc-figure; NLS: nuclear localization signal. 852 

(B, C) Confocal images showing expression of FUST-1A and FUST-1B in the nucleus of neuron 853 

cells (B) and eggs (C). Note that in early eggs, FUST-1A was expressed earlier than FUST-1B 854 

(white arrows). Worm stage: day 1 adult. A: Anterior, D: Dorsal. Scale bars: 50 μm. 855 

(D) Representative confocal images showing the expression patterns of splicing reporter of fust-1 856 

exon 5 in the N2 strain and the fust-1(csb21) strain. Worm stage: day 1 adult. Inset squares show 857 

the enlarged neck neurons in indicated strains. A: Anterior, D: Dorsal. Scale bars: 50 μm. 858 

(E, F) Quantification of mCherry-to-GFP ratios of the fust-1 exon5 splicing reporter in the 859 

indicated strains. One-way ANOVA, Tukey’s multiple comparisons. **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, 860 

****p < 0.0001; ns, not significant. 861 

(G) Ct value changes of fust-1 pre-mRNA before and after Co-IP of FLAG::FUST-1 with or 862 

without anti-FLAG antibody. Primer positions are in intron 4 of fust-1 pre-mRNA. Results from 863 

3 biological replicates are shown. Paired two-tailed Student’s t-test. **p < 0.01. 864 

 865 

 866 

Figure 6. FUST-1A is the functional isoform in circRNA regulation 867 

(A) Rescue of circRNA levels by FUST-1 isoforms, quantified by RT-qPCR. cDNA samples 868 

from L1 worms of indicated strains were used.  869 

(B) RT-qPCR quantification of circRNA levels at the L1 stage of indicated strains. (A, B) Levels 870 

are normalized to N2 strain using pmp-3 as the reference gene. Results are shown as mean ± sd 871 

of three biological replicates. One-way ANOVA, Tukey’s multiple comparisons. *p < 0.05, **p 872 

< 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001; ns, not significant. 873 



(C, D) Prion-like domain prediction results of FUST-1A (C) and FUST-1B (D) from the PLAAC 874 

algorithm. A higher PrD.like score (red line) suggests a higher probability of being a PrLD. Note 875 

the difference between the N-termini of the two isoforms (dashed rectangles).  876 

 877 

 878 

Figure 7. A summary model for the autoregulation loop in fust-1. 879 

The full-length mRNA of fust-1 produces FUST-1A, which binds to its own pre-mRNA to 880 

promote the skipping of exon 5, resulting in the production of FUST-1B. FUST-1A is the 881 

functional isoform in circRNA regulation. While FUST-1B has the same functional domains, it 882 

cannot regulate either back-splicing or the exon-skipping of fust-1 pre-mRNA. 883 

 884 
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